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Understanding the Dance Floor from an 
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Abstract

This contribution examines groove dynamics across various spatial contexts such 
as the dance club and the artistic performance space. As groove dynamics do 
not occur in a spatial vacuum but are embedded in affective environments, they 
need to be approached from an interdisciplinary perspective that ties together 
findings from experimental field studies, performance studies, musicology, cog-
nitive hermeneutics etc. and places them in the physical, anatomic and acoustic 
contexts of concrete dance situations. In that way, the dance floor can be un-
derstood as a space of entanglements where acoustic, movement and kinaesthet-
ic grooves mark and create a fluid territory of improvisational interaction and 
communication.

Keywords: groove; bounce; entrainment; improvisation; club dance.

1.   Introduction

In rhythmic music, groove usually describes the urge to bounce or dance 
along. The groove experience is the main reason why people visit clubs 
with electronic dance music every weekend. The DJ’s performance and 
his beats seem to be the determining factor for the party to generate the 
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joy and exuberance of the collective dance. The mighty hum of the bass 
makes a plausible case for the dominance of the music over the dance. 
However, the timid nature of attempts to open the dance floor at the 
beginning of a party or the heaviness that arises when people leave the 
dance floor, point towards the basic need of a functioning interaction in 
collective dancing. If it seems easier to dance together than to dance alo-
ne, then it is because of the organisation in the assembly of movements 
that generates groove in the first place. The groove feeling is determined 
by the diffused interaction of movements that constantly synchronise 
and de-synchronise with each other. This dynamic process of movement 
communication generates a sensation of ease or creativity. It is created 
through an affective field of movement – a territory of interaction – in 
which the intertwined movements become the collective performance 
of groove. The dance floor as a territory marks spatially the space whe-
re dancers are “inside” the collective communication process (Delaney 
2005, 14) – the space in which they are affected and affecting each other 
–, but also territory as an “act” (Wise 2000, 299) where movements cre-
ate a distinct space which expresses a specific sensation for its occupants. 

Just like it is never certain whether a groove will establish at a party 
or not, or if everybody present will experience it as such, the groove 
dynamic is hard to analytically pin to specific examples. As a particularly 
subjective and ephemeral phenomenon, groove dynamics and their mo-
vement relations are tied to personally felt experiences. How can they be 
traced or any data be generated to build an argument on, when groove 
cannot be captured in an image or video amidst the various activities on 
the dance floor. Since there isn’t the one groove, but rather groove dyna-
mics and principles of interaction, research on the groove phenomenon 
needs to find alternative approaches. The somatic and subjective nature 
of the groove experience on the dance floor requires a research design 
that combines systematic observations on the one hand and practical try 
outs on the other. Research on the groove experience is an example of 
how theatre and the performing arts can be a platform for experimen-
tal Humanities and how knowledge production within the arts can be 
productively linked to understanding acoustic spaces and their perfor-
mativity. 

In the following article, I will retrace my interrelated artistic and aca-
demic research on movement relations in club dance. Based on the phe-
nomenon of groove, I will offer a model to explain and analyse how dance 
and the interlaced action dynamics are organised in the club. I have con-
ducted basic research from a dance studies perspective in an interrelated 
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research design combining various setups following a Participatory Art 
Based Research approach (PABR 2021). PABR understands research as 
a triangular relation and interaction between art, science and society. It 
uses the means and methodologies of art for practical exploration within 
questions from the Humanities, while valuing knowledge drawn from 
everyday practices and life experience as equal to academic or artistic 
kinds of knowledge. In clubs qualitative field studies were conducted, 
linked with laboratory studies in a dance studio, and hypotheses tested 
in performances. These three lines of inquiry were the foundations for 
my argumentation. The findings presented here are based on movement 
logs and questionnaires with a participative research approach, used in 
field studies in the clubs Berghain, about blank and Chesters Music Inn 
in Berlin. The outlined action dynamics and organising principles from 
the club were then translated into theatre performances that could be 
understood as testing sites for the translatability of groove dynamics into 
other contexts. The groove spaces-series (Matthias, synekism/groove space, 
2014, maneuvers/groove space, 2014, chorus/groove space, 2015, volution/
groove space, 2015, x/groove space, 2016) as a theatre of sound form a 
choreographic perspective from the performing arts that understands 
the dance floor as an interrelated acoustic-movement space and exposes 
its performative dimension. 

These performances do not illustrate the theoretical deliberations 
on the club or try to recreate a specific groove situation from a club, 
but rather use the dynamics identified in clubbing as a choreographic 
tool and test them in performance. Therefore, in the following, I link 
examples from my artistic practice with my academic reflections. Mo-
vement experiments come together with artistic and academic findings. 
The transfer from club to art, however, remains an artificial step and 
only unhinges some aspects of the club phenomenon. Still, based on 
audience feedback and my observations of around 90 performances, the 
assumption is reinforced, that the movement relations generating groove 
in the club are a self-contained movement phenomenon that is not only 
limited to club dancing.

2.   Groove as entrainment

In clubs, dancers synchronise their bodies with the layering patterns 
of rhythm. With an attitude of expectation in the circular beats, they 
completely or partially follow the musical structure in that very mo-
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ment. When it feels easy and good to dance, this is described as groove 
(Pressing 2002, 288). Originally derived from Jazz, the term combines 
movement with the perception of music, but also a successful interplay 
of musicians (Pfleiderer 2006, 301; Berliner 1994, 353). When in the 
groove the head – seemingly of its own accord – starts to bounce to 
the beat, Jessica Philipps-Silver et al. speak of “acoustic entrainment” 
(Phillips-Silver, Aktipis, and Bryant 2010, 2). Following Philipps-Silver 
entrainment is the capacity of human perception to connect an external 
periodic stimulus to a motoric synchronising. Through the link between 
sound and movement the sensing of time and comparing different inter-
vals are facilitated for perception through the entrainment process. With 
the help of acoustic entrainment, movement motifs are easily placed into 
the musical matrix. They are structured by a fluid interrelation of mo-
vement motifs and the multi-layered rhythm patterns. In club dancing, 
the correct placement of the legs in space does not matter, but what 
principles guide the improvisations? 

In an attempt to isolate the kind of dancing in clubs one can find in 
the ‘bounce’ a movement motif that can be seen as a basic form of club 
dancing. Bounce is a form of a physical rhythm pattern that brings the 
body into a continuous springy vibration. Due to the elastic tension in 
the muscles the weight springs up again and again after each drop on 
the beat. When bouncing, the legs remain in a movement loop that 
brings the body into a constant quality of falling and elevating again. A 
slight flexion of the arms and spine transfers the movement impulse to 
the rest of the body and brings it into a bouncing quality of movement. 
The anatomical consequences of impulse transmission get the whole 
body moving without direct planning and control. This constant full 
body movement activates the proprioceptive sense that is informed by 
nerve endings in the joints and the skin (O’Shaughnessy 1995, 194). The 
awareness of the position of body parts in space and with it the feeling 
of one’s own body is amplified either through targeted attention control 
– e.g. when I think about my legs – or like in the case of the boun-
ce through differentiation of sensations through movement. If dancers 
are ‘carried away’ by the rhythm of a house or dub step and fall into a 
bouncy-like movement in their entrainment, the dancers experience the 
beat interval of house or a dub step in their body completely differently 
due to different transmission waves that activate their proprioception 
differently. The inner feeling of the groove in the music gets a somatic 
or kinaesthetic evidence through motor synchronization. Through their 
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movement participation the listeners feel the acoustic space kinaesthe-
tically. It materializes as a felt space with a distinct quality. The elastic 
character has also another function for the dancers that can be better 
understood through an amplified and abstracted version. In synekism/
groove space (Matthias, synekism/groove, 2014) we dissected the effective 
elements of bounce and created an alternative ‘dance’ version in the stu-
dio as a dance laboratory.

Harumi Terayama is keeping her body in a supported but elastic postu-
re (Fig. 1). With a small release in the muscles like in the bounce she 
lets herself fall into her hip without fully collapsing the whole body. 
The tendons and muscles stretch on the complementing side as the 
upper body collapses slightly, sequentially reorienting the posture into 
a new position with her head down and on one knee. In the supported 
posture this stretch springs back and erects part of the collapsed body 
parts so that in the new and re-erected position a new drop can be 
initiated. The small fall of the hip brings a large amount of body into 
movement and a new positioning that the dancer can follow without 

Figure 1. – Harumi Terayama with Lisanne Goodhue in synekism/ groovespace at Sophien-
säle Berlin 2014. Photograph: Arne Schmidt © Sebastian Matthias.
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controlling where it will end up. Terayama continuously follows her 
resulting movements that are a residue from the drop to the new po-
sitioning that she can witness and be surprised by. The supported but 
elastic quality of the body creates a fluidity of movement that intercon-
nects impulses and resulting movements.

Like in this example, club dancing also results in anatomic conse-
quences. Through the elastic body tension, initiating movements lead 
the dancers to expansions of space, changes of direction, isolation or a 
change in the movement dynamic. When a dancer follows the conse-
quences of the impulses in their body and traces the anatomical con-
ditions, it brings them into new positions of their body parts that they 
didn’t plan before. Bormann et. al. have presented in other forms of 
improvisation how the «improvisers can surprise themselves with their 
own actions, and thereby become spectator and listener of their own 
actions and their consequences» (Bormann, Brandstetter, and Matzke 
2010, 13). In club dancing, the permissive attitude helps the dancers 
to be surprised by their own dance, rather than pre-planning and con-
trolling their movements paths. However, the dance moves constantly 
need to be aligned with the coordination to the music and also retain 
the fluid physicality of the dancing style. It is this fluid quality that is 
created within the elastic posture that marks the character of club danc-
ing. The fluid quality of movement together with the relation between 
impulses and resulting movements amplify the kinaesthetic experience 
for the dancer and facilitates the element of surprise from one’s own 
actions described above. This process of synchronising ones own sur-
prising movements is intertwined with music synchronisation. Through 
the help of entrainment and human anatomy the acoustic space becomes 
physically tangible and explorable in the dancers’ body.

3.   Groove fields: alignments of quality progressions

My field studies showed that within a club context it feels easier for 
volunteers to keep dancing in the proximity of other dancers (Matthias 
2018, 82). In the environment of movement, a feeling of relief in the 
movement effort or a reinforcement of own movement impulses can oc-
cur for the individuum (Matthias 2018, 136). For example, it is diffi-
cult to stand still on the packed dance floor (Matthias 2018, 87). Since 
entrainment is activated by different modalities, it seems plausible that 
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Figure 2. – chorus/groove space at Theater Freiburg, 2015. 
Photograph: Florian Brocca © Sebastian Matthias.

also visual stimuli can be linked to motor synchronising. Entrainment 
in music is based largely on the circular beat structure. So, how can a 
movement space - the concrete place of the dancefloor - have entrain-
ment capacities? How is synchronising possible with so many short-li-
ved, diverse and changing movements in proximity? In chorus/groove space 
(Matthias 2015) the affective quality of a moving environment was tested 
without a circular beat structure highlighting the organizing principles 
in visual entrainment processes and the affectiveness of physical space.

In chorus/groove space (Fig. 2), 20 performers walked with a continuo-
us thrust in the hip in wide curves through the space. The thrust in 
walking was accompanied by a pressured kind of singing that pushes 
more air out than one would normally need. The continuous and held 
pitches together with the walk affected in many performances the au-
dience to walk with the performers into a huge moving vortex. The 
many performances were a testing site wherein it seemed that there was 
a supportive effect of the environment of the thrusted walk without a 
structure of beat intervals. In my experience and based on audience 
feedback, a somatic evidence could be established in the performance 
space.
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In order to explain this from the perspective of movement, I would 
like to follow Liz Waterhouse’s et al. differentiation of dance cues from 
dance alignments. Cues are in entrainment the coordination of temporal 
starting points like when someone is counted in. Movement impulses 
or retracting movements are synchronised with the metric beats. Fur-
ther, Waterhouse et al. defines the following or re-tracing the qualitative 
progression of movement as alignment (Waterhouse, Watts, and Bläsing 
2014, 14). Unlike with gestural movement sequences or cues, within 
alignment the whole progression needs not be recognised and waited 
for. Instead, the process of communication draws on a qualitative move-
ment mode in order to synchronise. Correlating qualitative progressions 
of different moving bodies consolidate and interlink into a field, and it 
doesn’t seem to matter whether an arm or head are exercising the move-
ment mode. As can be identified in horizontal swinging steps in the club 
context (Matthias 2018, 103) and exemplified above in a simplified and 
abstract way, the temporary alignment of the qualitative progressions in 
the forward thrust help the dancers push their movement. Through en-
trainment perception the dancers interlink their motor movements with 
their environment. This field of movement generates an ease of moving. 
When the head bounces with the movement or sways from side to side, 
only short snippets can be seen from the continuous improvisations. The 
short visual contacting in the shifting gaze between referees functions 
as a collective frame of reference that the dancers can consistently lean 
on. The specific relations between effort, movement progression and 
time structure constitute the movement mode, just like in the example 
from chorus/groove space in a thrust of walking, or a bounce or swing that 
can be located throughout the dancing motifs. I would like to define this 
movement mode as movement quality. This qualitative progression is 
an inherent part of the somatic or felt character of the groove field and 
marks its performative character.

Dance movements that stimulate others and reinforce themselves do 
not have a causally determined effect that the clubbers are at the mercy 
of. When the music stops, they are still able to keep a Bounce in their 
spine, if that is their intention. The dancers are not moved ‘automatical-
ly’ by the dance or the music, like marionettes, but feel a pleasure when 
they do link. By allowing the effects of moving environments, visual en-
trainment in the form of alignment can be as stirring as music. It draws 
from similar ways of acoustic processing and connects visual stimuli with 
motoric synchronising. 
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4.   Reinforcing and Connecting

In the club, groove fields are not as homogenous as in the context of the 
artistic performances of groove space. They can temporarily emerge as 
such even in the club, but in the club context overlapping fields domi-
nate, where processes of entrainment with different movement qualities 
plurally cross over. The overlapping groove fields not only facilitate the 
movements, but the group of dancers around can potentiate the conse-
quence of the collectively danced movement quality in the resulting mo-
vements, enlarging the effect of the interplay between movement impul-
ses and resulting movements that was explained above. The transfer of 
impulses is collectively reinforced, so that the resulting movement diffe-
rentiates more fully and expands. The impulse to move is indeed derived 
from the music, but in the consequence of the collectively reinforced 
transfer the resulting movement can reach an autonomy that does not 
follow acoustic entrainment. Similarly, to an ornament, the movement 
develops e.g. from a swing to a push through the anatomy of the body. 
An expansion e.g. of the spatial trajectory of the movement evokes a co-
ordination of the body that initiates new movement motifs to the music 
with its new quality, and brings about new turns in the improvisation. 

The following organisation processes cannot easily be tested within 
the performing arts context with audiences as the dancers need the free-
dom to change their movement quality. In order to create the following 
principle, it needs everyone’s intention to dance collectively and to chan-
ge their movement motifs. If the ‘new’ differentiated movement quality 
of the resulting movement meets an overlapping correlating groove field 
in its vicinity, another entraining synchronising occurs. The resulting 
movement can stabilise a new movement motif before it is recognised as 
such by the dancers. The resulting movement in the single dancers’ body 
interacts with the surrounding environment and the collective dance flo-
or can shape and guide the subjective improvisation. 

In the dynamic of the collective dance and the reinforcement of the 
groove field, a consequence occurs in the dancers’ bodies that drives the 
conscious intention to dance on like a motor. Through the entanglement 
of ornaments in overlapping groove fields, an infinite loop can establish 
itself, in which the not yet consciously danced movement pushes into the 
improvisation through the collective reinforcement. A feeling of groove 
occurs, in which the body manifests in an insatiable source of movement 
generation. Only the movements that interlink are repeated creating a 
feeling of belonging over time in which the groove sensation can be 
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sustained. Among overlapping groove fields within the boundary of the 
dancefloor the space becomes kinaesthetically meaningful. Thus, it could 
be called a kinaesthetic territory (Delaney 2005, 14). J. Macgregor Wise 
claims when analysing the territory of home that territories have “subject 
effects”: «The space called home is not an expression of the subject. 
Indeed, the subject is an expression of the territory, or rather the pro-
cess of territorialisation» (Wise 2000, 301). Similarly, in the interaction 
between resulting movement and groove field the subject experience is 
created through the dance floor. So, the dancing is not the expression 
of the dancer or the music, but also an expression of the dance floor as a 
territory. This expressive territory then influences the DJ’s performance 
and his or her musical decisions creating a feedback loop as a “booth and 
floor interaction” (Fikentscher 2000, 80).

5.   The dance floor as a space of entanglements

Regarding the groove experience, we can thus assume an activity in whi-
ch three continuous streams of information cross over and reinforce each 
other in perception and action. The acoustic processing of the cyclic 
music, e.g. with the legs, the reinforcing synchronising of dance in the 

Figure 3. - Groove Field. Made by the author.
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environment, and the tracing of one’s own body that constantly challen-
ges perception with new postures in its fluid elaboration of the move-
ment motifs. From this perspective the dance floor is an intertwined field 
of acoustic, movement and kinaesthetic grooves marking a territory of 
interaction and communication (Fig. 3).

The movement results are implicit in the impulse-giving sounds and 
movements, and this in turn only becomes a stimulus-giving movement 
through multiplication in the environment it encountered as a movement 
ornament. The chaining plural communication does not arise between 
the sender and the receiver, it is not binary, but singular and plural at 
the same time. The movement motif as a reference has no starting point 
within the logic of groove’s linked dynamic of action. An origin cannot 
be located. A dancer has no position from which a give and take in the 
improvisation can occur (van Eikels 2013, 333). In the simultaneous 
transmission of movements, only those who were already created in a 
previous movement are amplified, and their reinforcing groove field only 
arises if this movement could previously be productive for other actors. 
The movement modes – stable movement quality, movement ornament 
and plurally increased movement quality – are effective at the same time, 
and dancers are in the mode of groove in all three positions at the same 
time. This mobile location is a scattered position in this communication 
network (Serres 1992, 198). The flow of information received and sent, 
is kinaesthetically perceived everywhere in and around the ornamental 
parts of the body. The dancers are parallel in a multitude of groove fields, 
in a multitude of times and also in the musical matrix – an acoustic and 
territorial space. 

This conclusion could only be graspable in the interactive resear-
ch process between theatre and field studies. Isolation and abstraction, 
as well as testing with audiences, where important aspects in guiding 
and forming my understanding of this complex and affective space. The 
Theatre of Sound that I see in the different dance performances were the 
crucial step in my research process to understand the dance floor as an 
affective overlapping groove field.
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